FABER INTERPRETS AND RENEWS THE NEOCLASSICAL AESTHETIC
STANDARDS WITH THE NEW CORINTHIA HOOD
With a stylish revamping of the cylindrical hood, the new model is a true demonstration of
superior design paired with maximum functionality.
Milan, Eurocucina – FTK, Salone del Mobile 2016. Evoking a timeless style by renovating it. With the
new Corinthia hood, previewed at the Salone del Mobile 2016, Faber offers further proof of its skilful and
refined stylistic research, capable of combining new aesthetic standards with maximum hob functionality.
With a stylish revamping of the cylindrical hood, the new model is a true evolution of style that renews the
aesthetic canons of neoclassicism.
The small facets outlining the hood's perimeter make the appliance's design unique, adding more personality
and new light to its silhouette. But that's not all. The base of the hood displays a precious decorative detail: a
special circular finish that plays with the contrast of materials to create a striking effect. Thus, three exclusive
combinations have been created: the white matt version paired with a ring in tibetan silver, one in dark
matt grey with a circular band in concrete, and a stainless steel model with a pewter ring.
In addition to being a high-performing appliance, it is also a furnishing item displays great attention to detail.
Corinthia is an extractor hood with a contemporary spirit that is suitable for any environment; it is perfect for
towering over the hob with maximum ease of use thanks to the innovative aesthetic of its touch controls,
which feature a hybrid design halfway between a circle and a square.
Moreover, its island installation makes it the star attraction in the kitchen. With a pattern that evokes the
architecture of Greek columns in its shape and design, it couldn't be otherwise. Its functionality is also
expressed at the highest levels: with its exclusive Micro LEDs, the hood illuminates the hob with 6 elegant
spotlights. Equipped with an Evo Diffuser, it attains optimum results in terms of energy efficiency as well as
lower consumption and noise levels. On request, it can be connected to an induction hob so that it can be
controlled with ease directly from the hob.

Corinthia Island
Technical characteristics
Finish: White Matt/ Tibetan Silver ring; Dark Matt Grey /Concrete ring; Stainless Steel/Pewter ring;
Size: Width 37 cm, Height 77 cm
Outlet diameter: 12-15 mm
Controls: Squarcle Touch
Lighting: Micro LEDs
Grease filters: Cassettes in dishwasher safe
Energy efficiency class A
Performance:
- Air capacity IEC point: 3 speeds + intensive.
Maximum extraction 480 m3/h, intensive extraction 600 m3/h,
- Noise level: maximum speed: 68 db (A); intensive speed, 71 db (A)

Technological plus points:
Micro LEDs: 6 micro LED spotlights evenly distribute lighting on the hob.
Evo Diffuser: Evolution of an Energy diffuser with an optimised geometry that brings optimal results in terms of energy
efficiency and reduced consumption and noise levels.
Remote control (optional): Faber hoods with electronic controls can be operated with a remote control, which is
especially useful for people with reduced mobility.
Connection: can be connect to an induction hob.
Intensive speed: function which activates maximum aspiration for 6 minutes to meet special cooking needs.
Perimeter Aspiration: Reduces the perceived sound by 25%. This aspiration guarantees optimised effectiveness
exploiting the principle of the Venturi effect: air accelerates as it passes through the constricted extraction space of the
panel and then decreases immediately inside the hood and is then easily expelled without need for any particular
pressure.
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